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Today’s sermon is the second in a series addressing questions that 
you have about the Bible or about particular passages in the Bible. 
Last Sunday, we addressed questions about Jesus’ command to 
“turn the other cheek.” (You can read or hear that sermon on our 
website or Facebook page.) Today’s topic was submitted 
anonymously. Here’s what one of you wrote: “When making 
decisions, I look to the Holy Spirit to guide me. But, then, I 
question whether I’m reading the right ‘signs.’” This person is 
basically asking: “How do I know the Spirit is guiding me and not 
something else?” or “When do I know it’s the Spirit and not 
something else?” 

Before addressing this crucial question, it’s helpful to say a word 
about decision making. As individuals and as communities, we 
daily, constantly make decisions. Little ones and big ones. Many, if 
not most, are run-of-the-mill decisions, such as: What will I eat for 
lunch today (or where should I eat lunch?) What should I wear to 
work or to school or to worship (or for whatever we’re doing that 
day)? What route should I take to the store? 

Other decisions in life, of course, are harder. They are more 
complex, even agonizing at times, such as: Should I change jobs? 
When should we retire? Where should we retire? Is he “the one”? 
Should I end this relationship (or this marriage)? Should I have the 
surgery or not? Is it time to move him to an assisted living place (or 
her to a nursing home)? 

Decisions like these put us on our knees (or they should), asking, 
begging: “God, what should I do?” Like the people of ancient 
Greece who consulted the famous oracle at Delphi, we want a sign, 
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any sign (or signs!) to point us in the right direction, to signal that 
we’re making the right decision, doing the right thing. We don’t 
want to make the wrong decision. (We fear what that would mean 
for us or for our loved ones.) 

Our decision making, especially the big/ger decisions in life, is also 
complicated (or muddied) by conflicting emotions, mixed signals, 
misunderstood impulses, fears (e.g., the effect on us or loved ones 
[as stated above] or the fear of failure), other voices, past 
experiences (both positive and negative), our well-intentioned but 
often misguided attempts to read the “tea leaves” (“Was that a sign 
that I should do this?”), and the like. But complications like these 
are all the more reason to seek God’s guidance! 

And God does guide us. We may not be able to just connect the dots 
one by one. We probably won’t be able to see every step that we 
should take. We will rarely feel like we’re following some internal 
GPS that’s leading us right from point A to point B (or to where 
we’d like to go!). That’s because—as the apostle Paul says—“we 
walk by faith, not by sight.” That explains why we sometimes 
question whether we’re reading “the right ‘signs.’” That explains 
why we sometimes find ourselves asking (as one of you did): “How 
do I know it’s the Spirit and not something else?” 

In the end, we have to trust God. You have to “trust in the Lord 
with all your heart, and do not rely on your own insight.” So, there’s 
some mystery in Christian decision-making because our ways are 
not God’s ways, and God’s ways are not our ways. (I’ll say more 
about that in a moment.) But just because we have to trust, to walk 
by faith, does not mean that we walk in darkness. After all, we 
believe that “faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the 
conviction of things not seen.” Faith, then, has substance. There’s 
assurance in it. There’s conviction to it. 

The question, then, is: How are we able to have that assurance, that 
conviction? How can we discern that it’s the Spirit guiding us, that 
we’re making the right decision? 
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I’ve provided a handout in your bulletins that attempts to address 
this question of Christian discernment—the process of seeking 
God’s guidance and will in our decision making. On the back of that 
handout, I’ve included some resources so you can learn more about 
Christian discernment. This handout is not exhaustive. We could 
add other practices of discernment. (What practices or steps would 
you add?) However, it is a good guide. And while it’s not necessarily 
a step-by-step guide, the first three practices listed on it are 
essential to Christian discernment. 

Let’s walk through these practices or steps. [A copy of the handout 
follows.] 

CHRISTIAN DISCERNMENT 

PRAY 
“Pray without ceasing.” (1 Thessalonians 5:17) 

To “pray without ceasing” is to talk with and listen to the Lord throughout the day. As Christians, we need to do this 
particularly when we’re making big/ger decisions. 

THE BIBLE 
“Your Word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path.” (Psalm 119:105) 

Someone said: “If you’re not in the Word, then the Word won’t be in you.” Reading the Bible, God’s Word, is essential 
in Christian discernment. That may involve reading or listening to a devotional (e.g.,“Pray As You Go”). 

WORSHIP 
“Worship the Lord with gladness; come into his presence with singing!” (Psalm 100:2) 

Many times, we’ll discern God’s will in worship. 

PEOPLE 
“Listen to advice and accept instruction, so that you may gain wisdom for the future.” (Proverbs 19:20) 

It’s critically important to talk with other people in the discernment process, especially to Christians you trust and who 
know you well. Indeed, none of us is a spiritual Lone Ranger, and that’s especially true when it comes to making Spirit-
led decisions in our lives. God will often communicate his will through other people. 

IMAGINE 
“Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your minds, 

so that you may discern what is the will of God—what is good and acceptable and perfect.” (Romans 12:2) 
Ignatius of Loyola (1491-1556) recommended imagining what it would be like to live the decision. For example, if 
you’re at a crossroads with two “roads” before you, imagine what it would be like to take one of them—try to live in it, 
to experience it. Then, do the same with the other. This could include jotting down thoughts, emotions, reactions, as 
well as making lists such as a “pros and cons” list. We do this, of course, with God in mind. 

“GOD WORKS IN MYSTERIOUS WAYS” 
“‘For my thoughts are not your thoughts, nor are your ways my ways,’ says the Lord.” (Isaiah 55:8) 

Be open to God revealing his will to you through books that you’re reading, the news, a walk/exercise, music, and 
other means of communication. 
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WAIT 
“Wait for the Lord; be strong, and let your heart take courage. Wait for the Lord!” (Psalm 27:14) 

Discernment often involves a period of waiting, sometimes short, sometimes long. Especially if it’s a big or crucial 
decision, though, it’s important to be patient as we wait for the Spirit’s guidance. 

PEACE 
“Do not worry about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be 

made known to God. And the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds 
in Christ Jesus.” (Philippians 4:6-7) 

After making some decisions, we’ll experience a peace. This is usually a telltale sign that we’ve made the right 
decision. We may also experience other “fruit of the Spirit” such as joy (see Galatians 5:22-23). 

GOD REDEEMS 
“We know that all things work together for good for those who love God, 

who are called according to his purpose.” (Romans 8:28) 
We believe that God can and will work through even our missteps. Yes, even when we make the wrong decision, God is 
there, and he’s able to redeem it: to bring good out of a bad or the wrong decision. That truth should help relieve our 
anxiety when making decisions. 

CHRISTIAN DISCERNMENT RESOURCES 

Richard J. Foster. Celebration of Discipline. San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1988. See especially chapter 3: “The 
 Discipline of Prayer” and chapter 12: “The Discipline of Guidance.” (“No doubt those experiences in 
 discerning the will of God in community contributed greatly to [the apostle] Paul’s understanding of the 
 Church as the body of Christ.”) 

Frank Rogers, Jr., “Discernment,” in Practicing Our Faith: A Way of Life for a Searching People. Edited by Dorothy 
 C. Bass. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2019. (“The aim of discernment is to enhance one’s participation in the 
 work of God…There is no method that guarantees how the Spirit will be discerned because the Holy Spirit 
 can’t be captured in a formula. But we can learn ways to practice discernment that help counter self-deception 
 and heighten the possibility that God’s Spirit can be known.”) 

Jon Sobrino, “Following Jesus As Discernment,” in Discernment of the Spirit and of Spirits. Edited by Casiano 
 Floristán and Christian Duquoc. New York: The Seabury Press, 1979, pp. 14-27. (“By Christian discernment, 
 I understand the particular quest for the will of God, not only to understand it but also to carry it out.”) 

Leslie D. Weatherhead. The Will of God. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1972. See especially chapter 4: “Discerning the 
 Will of God.” (“I am quite sure that the greatest help available in discerning the will of God is reached when 
 we deepen our friendship with him. Those who know God are the quickest and surest at discerning his will.”) 

Please join me in prayer: Decisions, decisions. Lord, we make them 
each and every day, throughout the day. Big ones. Small ones. 
Especially with the big/ger ones, we pray for your direction. Some 
of us have important decisions to make today. Please guide us by 
your Spirit in us. Help us to trust in you. And may the practices in 
this handout, this guide, help us discern your will and make 
decisions that honor you and serve your purposes. Amen.


